
Physician Wife 1281 

Chapter 1281: Deliberately Mystifying 

“Since you’re so capable, hurry up and call your people so that we can obtain the video!” 

“Teacher Zhou, you’ve gone too far with your words. Imperial Phoenix is one of the top financial groups 

in the world. Who are you asking Nuannuan to call? Also, shouldn’t our teachers stand up for us in the 

first place? You’ve allowed your students to be bullied, and thus, we’re seeking justice for ourselves. Yet, 

you keep nagging at us. When we get back, I’d love to ask the Education Bureau, ‘What is the meaning 

of this?'” Xia Anchen said coldly. 

Hearing that Xia Anchen was going to sue the Education Bureau, Zhou Jimin turned pale. She was sent 

by the Education Bureau and all she wanted was for everything to end so that she could complete her 

task safely. 

“I merely heard Li Youran and Xiang Liwen say that Zhong Nuannuan is very powerful. If anyone dares to 

provoke her, she can make them kowtow and beg for mercy with just a phone call. Since she’s so 

powerful, what’s wrong with a phone call?” 

Xia Anchen wanted to say more, but Zhong Nuannuan did not want to waste her breath on this woman. 

“Young Master An, you don’t have to say anything else. You just want me to make a call, right? I’ll 

definitely call, but not now.” 

“You can really make a phone call? Then, why didn’t you say so earlier?” Zhou Jimin’s eyes widened. She 

could not help feeling that Nangong Nuannuan was just messing with them. 

“What’s the rush? We need to make them think that we’re out of options. Only then would they send 

more reporters over, right?” Nuannuann looked at Zhou Jimin and gave her an unreadable smile. 

“Nuannuan, do you really have a way to contact the higher-ups of Imperial Phoenix?” 

Nuannuan took a look at Xia Anchen and felt that this person was quite interesting. Previously, when he 

saw her despising him, he immediately changed from calling her Nuannuan to Ms. Nuannuan. After 

calling her Ms. Nuannuan a few times. he reverted to calling her Nuannuan when she started to become 

friendly with him. 

Nangong Nuannuan smiled at Xia Anchen and said, “We’ll only know if there are any when the media 

arrives.” 

Zhou Jimin shot a glance at Nuannuan, scolded her for being deliberately mystifying, and then went to 

look for Guo Zhennan. 

The media soon arrived. It was less than five minutes after Kitano Satoshi’s call. 

Seeing the media had started to arrive, Nuannuan secretly gave Aiden a call and hung up after 

exchanging a few words. 

Seeing that reporters from a few media outlets arrived, Kitano Satoshi thought that the timing was right. 

Therefore, he stood up and walked over to the Camino team. He asked Guo Zhennan with the attitude 



of a victor, “Teacher, you said earlier that you wanted to use the video to confront us. Now that the 

media from R is here, did you get the video?” 

As Kitano Satoshi was the one who called the media over, they all knew his identity and they started to 

find out what happened. 

Kitano Satoshi told the media that Nangong Nuannuan was the one who blocked his path and wanted to 

ask for his phone number, but he did not give it to her. Nangong Nuannuan flew into a rage out of 

humiliation. Her sidekick (Xia Anchen), who was standing at the side, flew into a rage out of humiliation 

and asked him who did he think he was? 

The girl flew into a rage out of humiliation, and when he refused her request, she started to criticize his 

appearance. 

Initially, with the consideration that they were the Camino team, the students from the Yamato team 

refused to get into a conflict with them. Therefore, they approached the Camino team’s person in 

charge to reason with them. In the end, the teacher in charge claimed that it was the Yamato team’s 

fault for insulting the Camino team’s students first. The person in charge even asked them to apologize. 

At the same time, another female student from the Yamato played the surveillance footage. 

Chapter 1282: Reversal 

Of course, this recording was obtained after Nangong Nuannuan blocked their path. No one knew what 

happened prior to that. 

The media from Yamato was also enraged. How could they just watch as their royal family members 

were bullied like this? They immediately aimed their figurative cannons at Nangong Nuannuan. 

Since they spoke in the Yamato language, no one except Cheng Ning understood what they were saying. 

At the same time, Cheng Ning was checking in to his hotel room earlier, so he had no idea what was 

going on. 

“Excuse me, Miss! Did you ask for Kitano Satoshi’s number just now?” 

“After you failed to get the phone number, did you ask Kitano Satoshi what did he think he was?” 

“Why did you criticize him when he didn’t give you his number? Is this how basic etiquette is like in 

Camino?” 

Guo Zhennan was about to step forward, but Nuannuan had already spoken before him. She spoke in an 

authentic and fluent Yamato language. 

“The conflict is between the two parties. As the media, shouldn’t you listen to the stories from both 

parties? Just because this person casually said a few words and presented a random recording that is an 

excerpt taken from the entire conversation, you took it out of context. Are you sure that you won’t get 

any backlash if this article gets out? Or are you definitely standing on his side just because the person 

who summoned you over is a member of Yamato’s royal family slash a member of your country’s 

nobility? Young Master Kitano Satoshi, aren’t you powerful?” 

Nangong Nuannuan’s words stunned everyone present. 



That was because other than Yamato, it was impossible for others to know their participation list. As the 

royal family of Yamato, Kitano Satoshi had never appeared in front of the media. Now that Nangong 

Nuannuan had pointed it out in public, he was obviously surprised. 

After that, Nuannuan spoke in Luntanese to communicate with the people from Camino. What Kitano 

Satoshi said just now immediately incurred the wrath of the Camino team. 

At that moment, the general manager of the Imperial Phoenix Hotel appeared with a group of 

executives in tow. They walked up to Nuannuan and respectfully handed the surveillance footage to her. 

They kept apologizing to her, saying that they did not know about this and would fire the executive who 

refused to hand over the video later. 

Kitano Satoshi and the rest of his teammates were all dumbfounded. 

This was not the time to settle scores, and as the chairman, she had never dealt with anyone before. 

While everyone’s jaws dropped in shock, Nuannuan did not even glance at the video before instructing, 

“Go, play it in the lobby. Let’s see if it’s the fault of the Yamato people or I was the one who wanted to 

seduce that Young Master Kitano Satoshi.” 

At this moment, the faces of Kitano Satoshi and the rest of the Yamato team had turned sour. 

If they played the video, not only would it damage their reputation as the host, but it would also ruin the 

spirit of the competition. Most importantly, Kitano Satoshi, as a member of the royal family, had actually 

said such words. This would defame the royal family and Yamato. This was something that his family 

would never tolerate. 

Although Kitano Satoshi was very powerful in the outside world, his family’s successors were like a pack 

of wolves eyeing him covetously. To become the next heir in his family, he forced himself to become so 

outstanding. 

However, if Nuannuan released the video to the public and let it appear on the news, he would never be 

related to anything that involves being the family heir anymore. 

At this moment, Kitano Satoshi could not care less anymore. He darted forward and without saying 

anything, he attempted to snatch the video from the hands of the general manager of the Imperial 

Phoenix Hotel branch. 

Chapter 1283: Let Us Settle 

Once Kitano Satoshi destroyed the video, this matter would be over. 

At most, he would be questioned. 

The general manager did not expect Kitano Satoshi to suddenly rush over and use brute force on him. By 

the time he realized what was going on, it was too late for him to dodge. Kitano Satoshi had already 

snatched the video. 

Just as he was about to smash the video to the ground, something flashed before his eyes, and he felt a 

sudden pain in his hand. 



Amidst everyone’s shock, everyone wonders how did Nangong Nuannuan have such long legs. She sent 

a kick at Kitano Satoshi’s hand that he raised above his head. The video in his hand soared before 

landing in Nangong Nuannuan’s palm. 

Kitano Satoshi was so angry that his face had turned pale. He looked at Nangong Nuannuan, only to 

receive a mocking smile in return. 

“Young Master Kitano Satoshi, is this what the royal family of Yamato teaches you? You did everything 

you can to make an enemy of Camino and destroy the friendship on both sides. You’re full of slander 

and lies. One moment ago, you accused the Camino team, and the next moment, you’re willing to 

disregard your reputation and tried to destroy the video.” 

Xia Anchen, who was standing at the side, had already been charmed by Goddess Nuannuan. He 

immediately said, “What’s the point of keeping his reputation when he doesn’t even want his face 

anymore? Looks like the royal family doesn’t have any manners!” 

Nuannuan continued, “The real members of the royal family are still very well-mannered. However, you 

also know that the world is so big, how can there not be any scums? He’s just rat poop that isn’t allowed 

to have his name in the royal family’s gynecology book even though he flies the royalty flag.” 

Kitano Satoshi, “…!!!” 

The representatives of Yamato, “…!!!” 

Although the anger in their hearts was about to burst into flames, they could not do anything to 

Nangong Nuannuan. 

After that, Nangong Nuannuan personally handed the video to the front desk and asked the front desk 

to play the video. 

Since it was an international hotel and they were in the capital of Yamato, there were many people from 

other countries in the hotel, other than the people from Yamato. At that moment, they all stopped in 

their tracks to see what was going on. 

Kitano Satoshi was extremely vexed in his heart. He had never expected that a single insult directed at 

the fatty from Camino would turn into something that would destroy his future. 

Seeing that Nangong Nuannuan had already walked to the front desk to let the front desk play the 

video, Kitano Satoshi could only bite the bullet and walk to the Camino team. He said to Nangong 

Nuannuan, “Don’t play the video. Tell me whatever you want.” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at him calmly and said, “Young Master Kitano Satoshi, don’t you think it’s a 

little late for you to say this now?” 

Kitano Satoshi was furious. “It was nothing but mere banter. Even if he’s not from Camino, I’d probably 

say the same thing. Why do you want to escalate this matter to involve both nations? Do all conflicts 

between the people of Camino and Yamato happen because they’re from different countries? 

“You guys were the ones who insulted the people of Camino as old men who would turn greasy at the 

age of 16. You guys were the ones who claimed that the people of Camino did not understand basic 

etiquette. You guys were also the ones who claimed that the Camino represents a broken team and was 



ruining friendships. You guys were the ones who called the reporters over too. Mr. Kitano, it seems like 

you have a really horrible memory. How sure are you that you won’t be the one to drag the Yamato 

team down in the competition?” 

Kitano Satoshi, “…” 

Seeing that they were already dragging the progress bar on the video, Kitano Satoshi had no choice but 

to say, “I’m willing to settle. I’ll pay any compensation for the mental damage incurred, as long as you 

stop this video!” 

Zhou Jimin also hurriedly walked over and ordered Nangong Nuannuan, “Since the other party has 

already made a move to settle, we shouldn’t make things look too bad. Otherwise, it would damage the 

friendship between the two countries.” 

Chapter 1284: What More Do You Want? 

 

“The friendship between the two countries is between the two countries. It doesn’t mean that there 

won’t be a conflict between the people of the country.” 

“If Zhong Nuannuan hasn’t obtained the video today, will they stop?” 

“They’ve invited reporters over, yet they’re still trying to slander us to death. What is this if not a fight to 

the death?!” 

“Teacher Zhou, I really don’t understand why the Education Bureau would send someone like you?!” 

Zhou Jimin, “…” 

Guo Zhennan said, “Nuannuan, play the video. I’ll take care of anything else that crops up!” 

Nangong Nuannuan glanced at Zhou Jimin and shrugged. “Teacher Zhou, I’m really not trying to anger 

you. It’s just that your sense of morality is so distorted that no one wants to listen to you anymore.” 

Zhou Jimin, “…” 

Kitano Satoshi was furious when he saw that the people from Camino were unwilling to accept his 

settlement. These people blocked him from approaching Nangong Nuannuan, as if they were afraid that 

he would do something to her. 

With no other choice, Kitano Satoshi could only leave with a bleak expression on his face. He 

immediately called his mother to help him with public relations. 

This news must not get out. Once it got out, all of his hard work over the past 18 years would be wasted. 

When he thought about what had happened today, Kitano Satoshi’s intestines turned green with regret. 

He wondered if his mother would be able to cover this matter up. 

At Nangong Nuannuan’s request, the general manager of the Imperial Phoenix Hotel played the video in 

fear and trepidation. 



Others might think that Nangong Nuannuan pulled some strings for this, but only he knew that she was 

the ultimate boss of their Imperial Phoenix Group! 

Therefore, he ignored the “You’ll see” look Kitano Satoshi gave him when he left. 

Even if he offended Kitano Satoshi 100 times, he would never want to offend this big shot! 

They finally played the video. Due to the temporary silence at the corner that they turned, not only did it 

capture the arrogant looks Kitano Satoshi and his gang had while they spoke, but it also recorded their 

conversation clearly. 

When the media saw this, they realized that Kitano Satoshi was the one who started the fight. Their 

expressions turned awkwardly twisted. Some of them immediately put down their cameras. 

After all, most of them were summoned by Kitano Satoshi, and most of them were still trying to help 

Kitano Satoshi. However, some knew the profit within and continued to film. Even if they did not publish 

the news, they could use it to exchange for something. 

As the video played, all the guests in the lobby were taken aback by shock. It was really Kitano Satoshi 

who first provoked and insulted others, and he even scolded them so harshly too. No wonder the people 

from Camino were not happy. 

Not only did he insult the people of other countries, but he also humiliated them by saying that they 

were trying to hit on him when they demanded that he apologize. He was truly... 

How disgusting! 

How could he call himself a member of the royalty? 

Kitano Satoshi knew that he had gotten himself into trouble and was prepared to leave. However, 

Nangong Nuannuan reappeared in the next moment. 

“Where is Young Master Kitano planning to go?” 

There was nothing more Kitano Satoshi wanted than to kill this hateful woman. He gnashed his teeth 

and said, “You’ve already released the video to the public and humiliated me. What else do you want?” 

Nangong Nuannuan was also speechless. “Did I humiliate you in public, or did you humiliate my 

companion in public? You humiliated my teammate and called him a dwarf, accused me of trying to hit 

on you, insulted Camino citizens as fat pigs, and even summoned the reporters over to expose us. We’re 

only showing everyone the evidence now, and you’re saying that I’ve humiliated you. You think that 

we’ve gone too far, and that we should stop.. How could that be? Since you’ve done this, don’t be afraid 

of others doing the same.” 

Chapter 1285: Apologize 

“What I want is an apology from Young Master Kitano. An apology to me and my teammate in front of 

the media and everyone else.” 

“Woman, don’t go overboard!” 



“Hehe.” Nuannuan laughed coldly. “Even children will apologize when they’ve done something wrong. 

Young Master Kitano, you’re an 18-year-old adult. Don’t you even know how to apologize after making a 

mistake? You have a bad memory, zero general knowledge, and no basic understanding of politeness. 

How did Yamato select a retard like you as a team member?” 

“Apologize!” 

“Apologize!” 

“Apologize! Apologize! Apologize! …” 

Coincidentally, there were other citizens of Camino checking into the hotels as they traveled to Yamato 

on business trips or for vacation. After watching the video, they agreed that Kitano Satoshi was really 

too much, so they all started cheering in unison for him to apologize. 

With them taking the lead, the onlookers also started shouting. The citizens of Yamato with a decent 

sense of understanding started shouting too. 

“Satoshi!” 

One of the three girls, who was dressed maturely, tugged at Kitano Satoshi’s arm and whispered 

something into his ear. Kitano Satoshi then said to Nangong Nuannuan and Wang Geng, “I’m sorry.” 

“Who are you sorry to? Are you sorry for yourself, or the royal family who raised you?” Xia Anchen 

asked casually, as though things were not getting worse. 

Kitano Satoshi glared at Xia Anchen maliciously before clenching his teeth. He bowed to Nangong 

Nuannuan and Wang Geng before saying, “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have called you a dwarf and insulted 

you. I shouldn’t have accused you of hitting on me after you pointed out my mistake. I shouldn’t have 

insulted the food that you eat in your country too. Please forgive me!” 

At this moment, the person in charge and teacher of the Yamato team had also arrived. Clearly, they 

also heard about what Kitano Satoshi had done here, and they did not look pleased at all. It was unclear 

whether they were angry because Kitano Satoshi ruined the friendly relationship between ZR or at 

Nangong Nuannuan for finding fault with him. As far as everyone was concerned, none of them looked 

pleased. 

Seeing that Kitano Satoshi had already apologized, the person immediately said to the person in charge 

of the Z team, Guo Zhennan, “Mr. Guo, it’s our fault this time. As the host, we didn’t receive you well. 

Please forgive our mistake this time.” 

Nangong Nuannuan understood how they perceived the entire incident when the person in charge of 

the R team referred to this incident as a ‘mistake’. 

She had always questioned what was the point of having this ZR High School Student Tournament all of 

a sudden? To put it bluntly, they wanted to trample on the students from Camino and compare the next 

generation to prove that they were better. 

Since the R team’s person in charge had already apologized so solemnly, it was not right for Guo 

Zhennan to say anything else. After accepting the other party’s apology, he told them that an incident 

like this could only happen once and that he would not agree to such a competition again. 



The person in charge of the R team nodded immediately. 

Kitano Satoshi was so angry that he left instantly. The other students of Yamato followed after him as if 

they were his lackeys. The one who walked at the last was the gentle-looking girl and the girl who 

dressed like a loli. However, when they passed by Nangong Nuannuan, the two of them, especially the 

loli, glared at Nuannuan with eyes that threatened to gobble her up. 

Nuannuan was not a pushover either. She raised her voice and said, “Keep glaring at me and I’ll take a 

photo of you doing that.” 

After watching Kitano Satoshi falling into a trap, the loli cowered immediately after hearing Nangong 

Nuannuan’s words, buried her head in her chest, and hurriedly left. 

Chapter 1286: Never Turn Gay 

The other person in charge, Cheng Yu, had already completed the check-in process. After giving out the 

room number to everyone, he asked everyone to return to their respective rooms first. After tidying 

themselves up for an hour, they would gather in the small conference room to announce the 

competition rules for tomorrow. 

The general manager of the Imperial Phoenix Hotel branch watched helplessly as his company’s 

chairman mingled among the students and left with her teacher. She did not even look at him. He was 

instantly overwhelmed by surging unease and panic. 

Afraid that the chairman would fire him as well, the manager immediately summoned the higher 

management of the hotel for a meeting and fired the employee who refused Guo Zhennan, along with 

the one who refused to hand the surveillance footage over. 

Even until after both of them walked out of the hotel door, they had no idea why the general manager 

would react so drastically to this. 

The students and teachers stayed on the same floor. 

Since there were five girls and five boys in the Camino team this time, there was an odd number of 

students of both genders. Therefore, Xia Anchen was delegated one room while Nangong Nuannuan 

would stay in the other. After everyone had settled down, Guo Zhennan asked Zhou Jimin to come to his 

room with a grave expression. 

Zhou Jimin also knew the purpose behind Guo Zhennan’s request. Her already bleak face turned even 

bleaker. 

After returning to her room, Nuannuan was about to call Chi Yang when her dearest Big Brother Chi 

Yang called. 

“You did well.” 

Nuannuan, “…!!!” 

After hearing that, it was not hard to tell that Big Brother Chi Yang was in the hotel earlier. 

“Where are you?” 



“Top floor, 8888.” 

“I’ll be right there!” 

The presidential suite was on the top floor. The best room in the Imperial Phoenix Hotel was on the top 

floor. Usually, it was rooms 6666, 7777, 888, and 9999. 

Even though they were all presidential suites, they were of different standards. According to the 

number, 6666 was the standard presidential suite, 7777 was the upgraded version, and 9999 was the 

most luxurious. 

Other than 6666, every other presidential suite came with an attached 15-meter infinity pool. 

She ran to 8888 and before she could knock on the door, Chi Yang opened it for her. 

After Nuannuan passed through the door, Chi Yang bent down and kissed his wife. 

He could not help feeling how cool his wife was just now! 

They had just parted from each other and they were already kissing the second they reunited. 

Nuannuan thought that something had happened to Chi Yang. “Big Brother Chi Yang, what’s wrong?” 

Chi Yang looked at Nuannuan, his eyes shining brightly. “It’s nothing. I just feel that I’ll never turn gay for 

Feng Shengxuan!” 

Nuannuan, “…” 

How was this related to Feng Shengxuan again? 

Since she was too busy, Nuannuan had not been reading websites, Weibo, or the ongoing gossip. 

After Da Bai jammed Feng Shengxuan on the car window yesterday afternoon, everyone pushed Chi 

Yang and Feng Shengxuan into fame and made them a national couple. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, why don’t you stay at 9999? That’s the best room.” 

Chi Yang hugged Nuannuan and sat on the sofa. Smelling the fragrance in her hair, he replied happily, 

“Someone is already staying in there.” 

Under normal circumstances, no one would stay in Room 9999. After all, it was expensive. Nuannuan did 

not expect business to be booming so well today! 

Nuannuan did not think too much about it and chatted with Chi Yang for a while. Half an hour later, she 

went downstairs to gather. 

When they arrived at the meeting room, Zhou Jimin apologized to everyone for what had happened 

today. Although her attitude toward Kitano Satoshi had been very disappointing, she was still a teacher 

who brought everyone out of the country, so the students quickly forgave her. 

After the apology, everyone’s gloomy mood brightened. Guo Zhennan started to announce the things to 

take note of for tomorrow’s competition. 

Chapter 1287: Something Happened 



Tomorrow’s ZR High School General Knowledge Competition would be broadcasted live. In other words, 

everyone could watch the competition worldwide simultaneously. 

There were a total of three segments for the competition. The first segment was the question-and-

answer in sequence; the second segment was a competitive answering session, and the third segment 

was a memorizing competition. 

“The second segment, competitive answering session, is something that I have to remind everyone 

about. When the time comes, we’ll all have a machine for answering placed in front of us. You have to 

wait for the referee to say ‘start’ before you press the button on the answering machine. If you press 

the answering machine earlier, it’ll be seen as a violation of the rules, and points will be deducted. 

Therefore, we’d rather let the chance to answer slide than make such a low-level mistake, do you 

understand?” 

“Understood.” 

“There’s also the third segment. This is the memorization part of the competition. The team in charge of 

the competition segments did not give us any reminders on how to do it. However, we have Nuannuan. 

Everyone has witnessed Nuannuan’s photographic memory, so we’ll depend on Nuannuan heavily for 

the third segment.” 

“Okay.” Nangong Nuannuan nodded. 

“I hope that all of you can put yourself into the competition tomorrow without bringing all of your 

emotional burdens. This is just a competition. No matter who wins or loses, all of you are the best.” 

In the afternoon, the students were free to do whatever they wanted. For the sake of everyone’s safety, 

Guo Zhennan suggested that everyone should rest and enjoy themselves within the hotel. They should 

sleep earlier at night to relax before facing the battle the next day. 

However, other than Nuannuan, almost all the students decided to go back and continue studying. 

Seeing that Nuannuan was about to leave in a hurry, Xia Anchen stopped her. 

“Nuannuan, are you going back to your room? Why don’t we summon a few of our teammates to revise 

together? Your memory is so good, you can test us.” 

Originally… this was not impossible. 

However… her Big Brother Chi Yang was waiting for her alone in his room! 

However… she had missed an entire training session and she should still train alongside her teammates 

to figure out a way to cooperate with them. 

“It’s almost noon, and I still have something on. How about starting the session at two o’clock in the 

afternoon?” 

Xia Anchen was glad that his goddess accepted his invitation. 

“Then, I’ll get everyone. They’ll be in my room at two o’clock. Let’s test each other.” 

“Okay.” 



In the afternoon, Nuannuan called Feng Shengxuan and checked in on Bai Liyue’s condition. After 

knowing that she had yet to wake up, she asked Feng Shengxuan to get someone to help him so that he 

could take care of Bai Liyue continuously. Then, she instructed the hospital director to give Feng 

Shengxuan and Bai Liyue proper treatment. 

After that, she had lunch with Chi Yang. The two of them even napped while hugging each other. Seeing 

that it was almost two o’clock, Nuannuan finally went downstairs. 

When she arrived downstairs, she happened to bump into Wang Geng and another teammate walking 

to Xia Anchen’s room. Wang Geng was very enthusiastic when he saw Nangong Nuannuan. 

“Ms. Nuannuan, you’re here!” 

“Yes.” Nuannuan smiled. 

“Thank you so much for today.” 

“You’re welcome. It’s nothing.” 

To Nangong Nuannuan, this was a piece of cake. However, to Wang Geng, someone had stepped 

forward to help him face the evil forces while he was being humiliated. 

Not only was his enemy arrogant, but he was also a relative of the royalty and a young master from a 

first-tier wealthy family. He was not someone that a person like Wang Geng could afford to provoke. 

Even if Nuannuan helped him, she was nearly implicated too. Therefore, Nuannuan’s kindness had been 

truly carved into Wang Geng’s heart. 

The door to Xia Anchen’s room was open. After the three of them entered, there were already five 

people inside including Xia Anchen. After Nangong Nuannuan went in, she scanned the room. Li Youran 

and Xiang Liwen, who always liked to badmouth her, was not there. 

Chapter 1288: Astonishing 

Seeing that Nangong Nuannuan had arrived, everyone grew enthusiastic. After all, without Nangong 

Nuannuan’s powerful and depthless background, they could not have gotten that surveillance footage 

and it would have been very difficult for the Camino team to clear their name. 

After chatting for a while, it was already ten minutes past two. Li Youran and Xiang Liwen had yet to 

arrive, so another girl, Jun Keren, called Li Youran. 

However, Li Youran’s phone was switched off. 

During the meeting, Teacher Guo had specifically warned everyone that once they arrived in Yamato, 

everyone must turn on their phones 24 hours a day to prevent accidents. Their phone fees were all 

reimbursed, but Li Youran’s phone was switched off anyway. 

Therefore, Jun Keren called Xiang Liwen again only to find that she turned off her phone as well. 

Jun Keren was dumbfounded. “Li Youran and Xiang Liwen both turned off their phones.” 

There was a brief silence in the room. 



The people in this room were all top students from all over the country. Naturally, they would not go 

against their teacher at this juncture. 

Everyone stood up at the same time. Xia Anchen asked, “Has anyone told Li Youran and Xiang Liwen 

about the gathering at two o’clock this afternoon?” 

Jun Keren raised her hand. “I told them. They agreed too.” 

“I told them too,” added another girl, Deng Anji. 

“Which room are they in? Let’s go see if they’re in the room.” 

Jun Keren and Deng Anji immediately rushed out, followed by everyone else in the room. 

Everyone followed behind Jun Keren and Deng Anji. They watched as the two kept ringing the doorbell, 

but no one answered. 

Nangong Nuannuan walked closer and looked inside. Their room was empty. 

“There’s no one inside, and no one is picking up the phone. Call Teacher Guo, I’ll go to the server room 

to check the surveillance cameras.” 

“I’ll go with you.” Xia Anchen immediately followed. 

Wang Geng followed Nuannuan too, leaving the rest upstairs to wait for Teacher Guo. 

Nuannuan immediately called Aiden and asked the general manager of the hotel to hurry over to the 

server room. 

Without the general manager’s permission, the staff in the server room would not allow her to see the 

surveillance footage since they did not know her. 

When Nangong Nuannuan brought Xia Anchen and Wang Geng to the computer room, the general 

manager had yet to arrive. However, the person in charge of the server room was already waiting 

outside to welcome them. 

To avoid exposing his boss’ identity, the person in charge of the server room gave Nuannuan a ninety-

degree bow. Then, he said in a slightly inarticulate Luntanese, “Miss Nuannuan, the general manager 

just called us. He’ll be here soon. If you need anything, feel free to let us know.” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at the more than a hundred computers in the server room and then looked 

at the console. To her, this was as simple as it could get. Letting the people in the server room operate 

this would never be as fast as her doing it herself. 

“All of you, let me do this. I’ll search for myself.” 

“Yes.” 

Using the language common in R, the person in charge of the server room immediately asked everyone 

to get up so that Nuannuan could sit down. 

“Miss Nuannuan, do you need me to explain how to use it?” 



“No need.” 

Almost as soon as she said that, Nuannuan’s hands darted across the keys and buttons. 

Her hand that held the mouse quickly tapped on one of the control panels. Then, her left hand seemed 

to move even more nimbly than her right hand as she typed rapidly on the keyboard. 

Then, the first screen blinked before showing the footage at 11:40 am, followed by the second and third 

screens… 

Chapter 1289: Simply 

Seeing that Nuannuan’s hands were moving faster and faster, especially on the left and right sides of the 

keyboard, her fingers were almost a blur on the keyboard. The crew members, Xia Anchen, and Wang 

Geng all widened their eyes. 

When the general manager walked in, the first thing he noticed was how everyone’s mouths were agape 

in awe. 

He was about to berate the server room supervisor for letting the chairman do this herself, but when he 

saw what Nuannuan was doing, he was astounded too. 

Very soon, Nuannuan switched all 136 screens to start from 11:40 am. 

Then, with a tap on the Enter key, all the screens started to play the footage taken since 11:40 am. 

With the Bluetooth mouse in her hand, Nuannuan pushed the chair back with a loud swoosh. She only 

stopped retreating when she reached a spot where she could see all 136 screens. 

Then, to everyone’s surprise, the 136 screens began to move at a rapid speed under Nuannuan’s 

adjustment of x2, x4, x8, x16, and x32. 

136 screens were already a lot. It was difficult to see if anything out of the blue happened on one screen 

with the naked eye, not to mention that Nuannuan fast-forwarded all the screens at a crazy speed. 

Xia Anchen and Wang Geng, who had been watching the surveillance footage carefully for Nuannuan, 

exchanged similarly helpless glances at each other. 

They wanted to remind Nuannuan that they could not see anything at this speed. 

Other than those two, the general manager and the server room crew wanted to remind Nuannuan of 

that too. 

However, wanting was one thing, actually carrying it out was another. 

Just like that, everyone silently watched as Nuannuan wilfully watched the 136 screens that were fast-

forwarding at 32x speed. 

About five minutes later, Nuannuan moved the hand holding onto the mouse suddenly. 

Everyone heard the click of the mouse, and all the screens froze. 

Then, Nuannuan slid the chair back. 



After a few taps on the keyboard, two images appeared. 

One of the images displayed Li Youran and Xiang Liwen closing the door. 

The people who were spectating Nuannuan from behind widened their eyes in shock. 

Xia Anchen and Wang Geng were especially flabbergasted. 

F*ck! 

This worked?! 

Although unbelievable, Nuannuan managed to find these two people on the 136 dazzling screens while 

increasing the speed of all the footage by 32 times. 

The distance from the room to the elevator was less than 20 meters. Coupled with the time they had to 

wait for the elevator, it took them less than one minute. With the speed of the elevator going 32 times 

faster, it meant that the time the two of them had appeared on one of the screens for only 1.87 

seconds. 

In less than two seconds, on 136 screens, this was simply… 

Everyone started to look at Nuannuan differently. 

Especially Xia Anchen. 

Previously, he thought that Goddess Nuannuan was a perfect match for him. However, not only could 

Nuannuan call the chairman of Shengyang Group Second Uncle, she but also commanded the general 

manager of the Imperial Phoenix Group at will. Moreover, she even managed to find traces of Li Youran 

and the rest within five minutes. That was inhuman! Xia Anchen felt that even if he obtained such a 

goddess for free, he would not be able to handle her, no? 

Xia Anchen looked at Nangong Nuannuan with a convoluted gaze. A hint of struggle appeared in Xia 

Anchen’s eyes, but he quickly wiped away the calculations in his mind. 

Such a goddess was not someone that a young master from a second-tier wealthy family like him could 

handle. Plus, Goddess Nuannuan had already told them that she already had a boyfriend. So, instead of 

constantly getting obstructed in pursuing his goddess to the point that they might not even end up 

being friends, he might as well take this opportunity to build a good relationship with the goddess and 

become her friend. 

Chapter 1290: 9999 

However, soon enough, Xia Anchen’s attention was drawn away by Li Youran and Xiang Liwen. That was 

because he saw Li Youran and Xiang Liwen holding onto their revision materials and their phones when 

they came out. 

Li Youran was tapping on her phone as she walked as though she was chatting with someone. 

When the two reached the elevator, they did not press the button to go downstairs, but the button to 

go upstairs. 



After both of them entered the elevator, Nuannuan immediately switched to the surveillance camera in 

the elevator and watched the two press the button for the 56th floor. 

The students’ rooms were all on the 17th floor. It was a typical high-class two-bedroom apartment, but 

starting on the 52th floor, they were all administrative floors. 

Once they reached the 56th floor, Nuannuan switched the camera again. The two of them stood in the 

corridor, holding hands. They looked nervous, but their faces were filled with excitement. 

Then, they stopped in Room 5612. 

The two pressed the doorbell, and the door soon opened. Li Youran and Xiang Liwen walked in. 

At that time, it was one o’clock in the afternoon, one hour and twenty minutes from now. 

Nuannuan continued to fast forward the footage to see if the two of them had come out. However, less 

than fifteen minutes after they entered the room, a man wearing a cap and a large mask walked out of 

the room. 

He avoided the camera and turned to walk toward the exit. 

“Is there a camera at the exit?” 

“No, but if he walked down the stairs to the lobby, there would be cameras.” 

However, after five minutes of careful observation, the man did not appear in the lobby, so he probably 

would not appear. 

Nuannuan then fast-forwarded at 32 times the speed. Up until two o’clock in the afternoon, the door to 

Room 5612 was never opened again. This meant that Li Youran and Xiang Liwen had not left Room 5612 

until now. 

“Nuannuan, what should we do?” 

Xia Anchen and Wang Geng naturally treated Nuannuan as their backbone. 

“Don’t tell anyone about this. Other than Teacher Guo, nobody else gets to know. I’ll bring someone 

over to Room 5612 to find them and find out what’s going on.” 

“Okay.” The two agreed without thinking. 

Then, Nuannuan got the manager to assign two staff to accompany her. When they reached Room 5612, 

the staff opened the door with the room key. 

Inside the room, Li Youran and Xiang Liwen were lying naked on the bed, deeply unconscious. 

Nangong Nuannuan took out a silver needle from her wrist and inserted it into their acupuncture points. 

Then, the two of them slowly woke up. 

When they saw Nangong Nuannuan’s grave face, the two screamed and quickly covered their bodies. 

“What happened to you two? Who did you meet up with just now?” Nuannuan asked. 



The two girls scanned the room and realized that the room was empty. After looking at themselves, they 

knew that they had been tricked. 

After hesitating for a while, they decided to tell Nuannuan the whole story. 

It turned out that during the training camp, Li Youran shared a post on Weibo that she was about to 

participate in the High School Student Tournament in Yamato. Then, someone added her as a friend on 

Weibo, saying that he was a university student in Yamato. 

After that, they added each other on QQ as friends, and they slowly got to know each other. 

After chatting for almost a month, Li Youran arrived in Yamato today. When the man heard about it, he 

came to meet up with them in the hotel. 

Li Youran did not come from a wealthy family. Not only was the boy an international student from 

Yamato, but he also went out of his way to visit her in this hotel. Furthermore, he was staying in an 

executive suite. 

 


